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Abstract—Automation is a key part of the new industrial
revolution, that will be enabled by the deployment of thou-
sands of sensors and actuators. The flexible deployment of
these devices requires wireless connectivity which is labeled
as industrial internet of things, IIoT. The sporadic activity
pattern of IIoT devices naturally suggest the use of ran-
dom access techniques, albeit posing new and unexplored
challenges for the current wireless networks. On top of
the demand for new access protocols, the latency-reliability
requirements further challenge the existing random access
protocols. In this work we investigate the adaptation of a
well known modern random access algorithm, Irregular
Repetition Slotted ALOHA (IRSA) to IIoT in 5G New
Radio. The key contribution of the paper is the proposed
system level protocol, Adaptive-Multichannel IRSA, that
can fulfill the latency-reliability requirements. On top of
this, the definition and solution of the resource allocation
problem as a resource efficiency optimization guarantees
that the algorithm minimizes the system resources. We
show that for a set of specific requirements, AMC-IRSA can
fulfill the requirements in a lot resource efficient manner.
Lastly, we analyze most critical parameters to consider for
integration of IRSA for 5G NR.

I. INTRODUCTION

The release 15 of 3GPP has been finalized in June
2018, officially defining the first standard of 5G New Ra-
dio (NR). However, many challenges are left unanswered
and require further investigation. As an example, the
industrial support of 5G is vertical driven and the vertical
push has convinced the standardization to shape 5G to
support automation under the label Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT). The IIoT challenges the entire communi-
cation system with a change of paradigm. Devices are
sporadically active with small data packets and have low
latency and high reliability constraints. One of the key
hurdle to overcome this challenge is to devise an efficient
resource allocation procedure [1].

The signaling overhead for resource allocation has
been shown to be a bottleneck for 4G [2]. A natural
solution to limit signaling is to use random access for
data transmission [3]. This solution is labeled as grant-
free access in the standardization [4]. It is a promising
approach for future wireless networks, as random access
has been proven to be efficient for sporadic activity in
satellite [5] and maritime networks [6].

On the one hand, evolution of ALOHA and slotted
ALOHA, collected under the name of modern random
access, are able to drastically improve the resource
efficiency [7], [8]. The two pillars of modern random
access protocols are time diversity at the transmitter and
successive interference cancellation (SIC) at the receiver.
On the other hand, these protocols are not designed for
low latency constraints, and it is unknown whether their
promising resource efficiency would still hold with tight
constraints.

In this work we seek an answer to this question by
putting Irregular Repetition Slotted ALOHA (IRSA) [8]
under the magnifying glass. IRSA is a medium access
protocol (MAC) that have been shown to reach a nor-
malized throughput of 1 packet/slot under the idealized
collision channel model and for asymptotically large
delay and the number of repetitions [9]. By exploiting
the large bandwidth of NR, we design a multichannel
IRSA (MC-IRSA), adapting it to the NR frame structure
and IIoT latency-reliability constraints.

Our contribution are summarized as follows:

1) We propose a system level adaptation of multi-
channel IRSA protocol (MC-IRSA) adapted to fit
for the IIoT requirements.

2) We evaluate the resource efficiency of the proposed
MC-IRSA with NR frame structure and show
that it achieves up to 50-fold resource efficiency
increase compared to standardized NR access.

Our main conclusion is: Enabling low latency con-
straints with multichannel-IRSA (MC-IRSA) provides
higher resource efficiency than the standardized solution.
However, the achieved resource efficiency is still lower
compared to that of IRSA in delay tolerant scenarios.
This loss of efficiency stems from tight delay constraints
and the time varying behavior of IIoT, and the resource
efficiency is increasing when the latency constraint is
relaxed.

Section II introduces the scenario and the algorithmic
and 5G background for the manuscript. Section II-D
introduce the multichannel adaptation for IRSA. Section
IV introduces the simulations and discusses the results.
Section V concludes the work.



A. Related Work

Integration of Successive Interference Cancellation
(SIC) into 5G has been attracting attention recently.
Most of these works focus on intra-slot SIC, also called
as K-Multipacket reception (K-MPR). Authors have in-
vestigated the use of K-MPR with a reactive decision
called half and double for re-transmissions [10]. Another
work investigated the multichannel adaptation of K-MPR
[11]. Further work have considered the use of estimation
techniques to improve performance of K-MPR under
5G constraints [12], [13]. However, use of intra-slot
SIC disregards the latency constraints and further MAC
algorithms have to be imposed on top to guarantee
latency requirements.

On inter-slot SIC, Contention Resolution Diversity
Slotted ALOHA is adapted to 5G in [14]. The work
neglects the low latency requirements and focuses on
the massive access problem. Adaptation of IRSA for
multiple Quality of Service classes is considered with
relaxed latency constraints in [15]. None of these works
consider tight latency-reliability constraints that poses
the challenge for industrial IoT scenario for 5G NR. In
this work we provide insights in this direction.

II. SCENARIO & BACKGROUND

A cellular based, single cell scenario is considered.
There are ntot users attached to the base station where
na are active at any time instance t. The identity of the
active users and the number of active users are unknown.
However, the distribution of the active users na is known
and obeys a Beta or a Poisson distribution. The users
have latency L and reliability R constraints, such at least
na · R of all IIoT users are served successfully within
L seconds. As IIoT devices are foreseen as low-cost
devices we expect to have a single radio on each device.
This limits the transmission of a device to a single IRSA-
frame in one of the channels at any time instance.

We take our system parameters from the 5G NR
standard [16]. The system is composed of orthogonal
resources build out of time and frequency in units of
Hertz (Hz·s). For example, 14 symbols can fit in 1 ms
of 15 kHz or 125µs of 120 kHz bandwidth . Bandwidth
of each frame is fixed to Subcarrier-Spacing (ScS) and
denoted as ∆B. Even though symbol level scheduling
is possible in NR we use slot based scheduling such
that the minimum duration of a resource is a slot and
lasts ts seconds. Slots can be grouped together to form
a subframe. The number of slots in a subframe is defined
by the ScS as denoted in Tab. I and varies from 1 to 16.
10 subframes form a frame. Duration of one subframe
and frame is fixed to 1 ms and to 10 ms respectively. 5G
NR frame structure is illustrated in Fig. 1. Orthogonal
frames in different subcarriers are called channels. The
bundling of orthogonal frames is called an F -channel
frame, e.g., 4-channel frame.

Fig. 1: 5G NR frame structure: Each frame hosts 10 subframes,
and each subframe hosts from 1 to 16 slots with respect to the
bandwidth from 15 kHz to 240 kHz. And each slot has 14
OFDM symbols.

BW (kHz) ∆B 15 30 60 120 240
Slots per frame m 10 20 40 80 160
Slot dur. ts (ms) 1 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625

TABLE I: 5G NR numerology for subcarrier spacing and slot
duration.

The total amount of resources used per frame in units
of (Hz·s) to serve na users is denoted as u. Resources
required to serve one packet are assumed to be u0 = 15
(Hz·s) that can also be written as u0 = ∆B · ts as
multiplication of a slot duration and the bandwidth.
Assuming the expected UL spectral efficiency of 15
bps/Hz [17], this results in a payload of 30 bytes as
foreseen for the IIoT [18]. The number of slots in an
IRSA-frame is denoted as m. The duration of an IRSA-
frame is fixed to a NR frame with a duration of tf = 10
ms.

We assume no control channel overhead as our focus
is the efficiency of the data channel. As control is an
orthogonal overhead, this can be added to our evaluations
in a further work. We assume a collision channel such
that if a user transmits its packet in a resource with-
out any contention from other users it is successfully
received by the base station, otherwise it is lost in
the collision. The interference is called a collision and
considered a waste if no SIC is deployed. Thanks to SIC
these collisions can be recovered under certain circum-
stances. We assume ideal interference cancellation i.e.,
no residual power is left from recovered and cancelled
packets. This is a realistic assumption if the received
power is relatively high compared to the noise power
[19]. As it forms the bottleneck we only investigate the
uplink portion of the resources.

A. Irregular Repetition Slotted ALOHA (IRSA)

Evolutions of slotted ALOHA have shown how the
replication of MAC packets at physical layer intertwined
with the use of SIC at the receiver side, drastically boosts
the performance of random access protocols. It was
already shown in the early 1980s that the transmission
of multiple physical layer copies (called replicas in
the following) of the MAC packets can improve the
packet error rate, but only when the traffic is suffi-



ciently small [20]. Only the coupling with SIC at the
receiver unleashed the full potential of modern random
access, as it has been firstly shown by CRDSA and
its evolutions. The observation that SIC tightly resem-
bles decoding of low density parity check codes over
the binary erasure channel provides the mathematical
foundations for a deeper understanding of the iterative
process and for an optimization tool [8]. In the quest for
higher efficiency, the use of coding based optimization
techniques suggests that users shall transmit according
to a degree distribution – with the degree representing
the number of replicas transmitted. The compact form
of the degree distribution is given by a polynomial as,
e.g., 0.5x2 + 0.28x3 + 0.22x8, where the each term
represents the probability of transmitting a number of
replicas equal to the degree. In the example, 50% of the
transmitters will send 2 replicas, 28% 3 replicas, and
the remaining 22% 8 replicas. For asymptotically long
frames and asymptotically large maximum degree, IRSA
is able to achieve the efficiency of 1 packet per slot,
under the collision channel model, and reaching the same
performance of orthogonal medium access protocols.

B. Arrival

The probability that a user is activated at time instant
t ∈ [0, TA] is given by

p(t) =
tα−1(TA − t)β−1

Tα+β−1
A Beta(α, β)

(1)

where Beta(α, β) =
∫ 1

0
tα−1(1 − t)β−1dt, α and β are

shape parameters, and TA is the activation time. We
consider the 3GPP model [21], where α = 3, β = 4
and TA = 10 s.

C. Time Instance

There is an interplay between the latency constraint
and the IRSA-frame duration. A user is not allowed to
join an IRSA-frame after it has started. As we want to
cover the worst-case we assume that a user is activated
just after the beginning of an IRSA-frame such that the
user may wait a full frame duration tf . Depending on
the latency constraint, there may be a waiting time tw
between two IRSA-frames. Thus the accumulation time
ta before an IRSA frame starts is ta = tf + tw. After
that the user transmits in the IRSA-frame that lasts for
another tf . We consider the worst-case scenario and the
decoding of the user, happens directly after the end of the
IRSA-frame. The timing is illustrated in Fig. 2. Hence,
the maximum latency li of the user i can be decomposed
as

li = tw + 2 · tf = ta + tf ≤ L. (2)

The latency constraint L should be always larger or equal
to the maximum latency of any user.

From the beginning of one IRSA frame until the
beginning of the next frame all users are accumulated.

This duration is called the accumulation time ta. ta can
be used to convert the continuous Beta distribution to a
discrete distribution as in

P [tj ] =

(tj+1)ta∫
tj ·ta

p(t) dt. (3)

where tj is the discrete time-steps during the activation
time of the Beta arrivals tj ∈ [1, · · · , dTA/tae].

Furthermore, the discrete activation probability can be
used to calculate the probability of having na active users
at time step tj

Pr[Na = na|tj ] =

(
ntot

na

)
P [tj ]

na(1− P [tj ])
ntot−na (4)

where the total number of users ntot is known. As the ac-
tual distribution is time-dependent here we approximate
it with a binomial distribution. And the total number of
users can vary slightly.

D. Problem

We aim to minimize the amount of system resources
used u such that the delay li and reliability ri of
each user i from the set of active users Na fulfills the
constraints. The number of slots in an IRSA frame m
and the number of parallel IRSA frames F are used by
the scheduler at the base station to allocate resources for
IIoT users. We can formulate the resource allocation as
an optimization problem with the goal of maximizing
the resource efficiency ρ as the utility

arg max
F,m

ρ, (5)

s.t. na ≤ ntot, (6)
ri(li) ≥ R(L) where i ∈ Na. (7)

The resource efficiency ρ is defined as the minimum
amount of resources required to serve one packet u0
times the total number of successful users calculated by
multiplying the number of users na with the expectation
of reliability for all users E[r], divided by the total
resources u used to serve all users,

ρ =
u0 · na · E[r]

u
. (8)

The total number of resource can be written as

u = F ·∆B · ts ·m, (9)

where F is the number of parallel IRSA-frames and
called channels multiplied by the bandwidth and the total
duration of a frame m · ts. Through this we can simplify
the resource efficiency to

ρ =
na · E[r]

F ·m
. (10)



III. PROPOSED PROTOCOL

The challenge of adapting IRSA for IIoT is two-fold:
(1) IRSA is designed for Poisson traffic i.e., constant
mean arrival whereas IIoT is expected to behave in a
bursty manner reflected by the Beta distribution that
has a time-varying mean. (2) IRSA reaches its peak
performance without latency constraints.

As described in Sec. II-A IRSA is designed for
reliability constraints but not latency constraints. One
natural way to enforce latency constraints on top of
IRSA is to limit the frame size. However, it is also
known that with decreasing frame size, less users can
be supported such that some user have to be rejected
from the system but that is not an acceptable solution
for many critical cases. As the resources in time are
limited due to latency constraints, resources orthogonal
to time such as bandwidth can be used to accommodate
more users. Bandwidth can be beneficial in two ways:
(1) for multi-packet reception as considered in the work
[22]; (2) through deploying orthogonal resources in time
to deploy multiple frames in parallel. As the former
increases the complexity of the receiver with intra-
slot interference cancellation on top of the inter-slot
interference cancellation, we focus on the latter one.

A. Multichannel IRSA (MC-IRSA)

The MC-IRSA requires a small modification to IRSA.
The base-station broadcasts the number of channels
F and the starting and the ending frequency of the
bandwidth that is used by the MC-IRSA. After the users
select the number of repetitions with respect to a degree
distribution, they select uniformly one of the F channels.
The number of channels F is static. This allows the
system to distribute users in a uniform fashion over
multiple channels. The F is decided as the output of
the optimization problem in Eq. (7).

The na is taken as the maximum of the all arrival
means of the time-instances of the Beta arrival

na = max(E[na|ts]) ∀ ts where ts ∈ [1, TA]. (11)

There is varying number of users in each orthogonal
IRSA-frame, since the selection of channels is uniformly
random. As we do not have a deterministic number of
users but a distribution and we have to decide the frame
size in a more conservative manner. This results in a
decreased resource efficiency.

B. Adaptive MC-IRSA (AMC-IRSA)

The Beta distribution is a time-varying function where
the mean number of active users at a time instance varies.
If the number of channels F is selected static for the IIoT
the resource efficiency suffers significantly as shown in
Sec. IV. Thus, in AMC-IRSA, we dynamically adapt
the number of channels F to the expected number of
arriving users in every slot, to maximize the expected

Fig. 2: The interplay between the frame duration tf , the
latency constraint L, the time instance of the discrete arrival
distribution ts and the accumulation time ta.

resource efficiency. This relaxes the maximum operation
in Eq. (11) as the optimization is done for each time step
tn.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We have re-used an open-source simulator for IRSA
[23] and designed a system level discrete-time based
simulator around it in MATLAB1.

We have varied F from 1 to 20 as the bandwidth is
limited in a practical system and the number of slots as
m ∈ {10, 20, 40, 80, 160} representing the number of
slots in a 5G frame corresponding to different ScS. We
have used the degree distribution 0.5x2+0.28x3+0.22x8

for each IRSA-frame unless said otherwise.
Varying ∆B changes the number of slots m in a

frame. The same is true for also changing the frame
duration tf so it is kept constant.

A. Behavior of ρ

We first investigate the behavior of the resource effi-
ciency function with respect to varying F and m. This
helps us identify the characteristics of the function that
can be used to simplify the optimization problem. For
the Beta arrival with ntot = 30000 and activation time
of TA = 10 s, latency constraint of L = 20 ms, IRSA-
frame duration of tf = 10 ms and th resulting waiting
time of tw = 0 ms.

The behavior of ρ with respect to both design pa-
rameters is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the plot we see that a
non-convex behavior is observed for both varying m and
F . This eliminates the possibility that we optimize for
one parameter and optimize the other one, simplifying
the problem. A joint optimization has to be used.

B. Poisson and Beta Arrivals

We consider the Beta arrivals as proposed by 3GPP
for machine type communications [21]. The Poisson
arrivals are used to demonstrate the critical difference

1 https://github.com/tum-lkn/IRSA 4 5G
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Fig. 3: Behavior of the resource efficiency function ρ for
Poisson traffic with respect to F and m. x-axis depicting the
number of channels F versus y-axis depicting the number of
slots m for MC-IRSA.
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Fig. 4: x-axis depicting the number of channels F versus y-axis
depicting resource efficiency ρ for MC-IRSA. Legend shows
different arrival type and different frame size in unit of slots.

of Beta to Poisson arrivals. In order to demonstrate the
limitations due to the Beta arrivals, we have simulated
Poisson and Beta arrivals in the same settings. To make
a comparable scenario we have adjusted to have on
average the same number of arrivals 60 for each IRSA-
frame. We have used different ∆B = {20, 160} kHz and
evaluated throughput for different number of channels
F = {1, · · · , 20}. tf is set as 20 ms and tw as 10 ms.
The resulting sweep analysis is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
x-axis denotes the number of channels F versus the y-
axis denoting the resource efficiency ρ.

We observe two different behavior, no difference for
high number of slots m and a big gap for low m. For low
m Beta can at most achieve half of what is possible with
Poisson arrivals. This clearly demonstrates the impact of
time-varying characteristics of Beta distribution. At cer-
tain time-instances there are almost no users compared to
time-instances where there is more than twice the mean
arrivals. And as we do not adjust the number of channels
accordingly this results in low resource efficiency.

For both cases with low F the resource efficiency
ρ is better or equal to Poisson. However, with Poisson
distribution with high F a higher ρ is achieved. We want
to enable the same for the Beta arrivals. Thus, we deploy
an optimal F for each time step tj , to react to the time
variation of the Beta arrival.

C. AMC-IRSA

In the sweep analysis the reliability constraints is
not enforced. In AMC-IRSA we enforce a reliability
constraint of R = 0.9 as foreseen for some IIoT ap-
plications. The resource efficiency is calculated through
simulations for varying F with 50 repetitions and the
F that fulfills the constraints and maximized ρ for that
specific m value is selected. Hence, the F dimension is
not evaluated. The tf is fixed to 10 ms, while tw ∈
{0, 20, 60, 140} is varied to meet the increasing latency
constraint that is varied as L ∈ {10, 20, 40, 80, 100} ms.

In Fig. 6 the y-axis depicts the resource efficiency ρ
while the x-axis depicts the varying latency constraint.
We see that with the same latency value of 10 ms the
throughput have improved two-folds compared to MC-
IRSA in Fig. 4 thanks to time varying adaptation of F .
Varying the latency constraint emphasized that different
frame sizes are optimal for different latency constraints.

Overall with the non-optimized degree distribution
with increasing latency constraint the ρ is increased.
This is expected as the selected degree distribution is
optimized for asymptotic number of slots in an IRSA-
frame.

With low latency constraints m = 20 provides the
best resource efficiency while m = 80 is optimal for
increasing latency constraint. IRSA provides higher effi-
ciency than conventional random access as depicted with
Slotted ALOHA (SA) curves. The SA with reliability
constraints has a relatively fixed throughput with varying
latency constraints around 0.013. The red line shows the
optimal bandwidth selection for each latency constraint.

We can further investigate the reasons for a lower
resource efficiency through looking at the timely vari-
ation of it. The resource efficiency per time step ρ(tj) is
illustrated in Fig. 5 with the number of active users per
time step na[tj ]. The x-axis depicts all time steps of a
single Beta arrival. Latency requirement is set as L = 10
ms and the number of slots is fixed to m = 20 as optimal
for that latency constraint. The results are averaged over
multiple runs and we see that until a certain average
number of active users, e.g., na[tj ] > 10 is reached,
AMC-IRSA has a ramp-up time. This effect may be
stemming from fixing our number of slots to 5G frame
structure and can be overcome, if we allow lower number
of slots for these regions.

D. Degree Distribution

In order to evaluate the effect of degree distribution on
the resource efficiency we have evaluated various degree
distributions summarized in Tab. II. The number of slots
is fixed to m = 20, the reliability constraint is set as R =
0.9. The previous degree distribution Λ1(x) is plotted as
a red line, while other distributions are illustrated with
markers. Overall we see that improvement is limited to
2%. With low latency constraints, low maximum replicas
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Fig. 5: The change of resource efficiency with each time step
tj of the Beta arrival superposed to number of active users
na[tj ] at each time step.
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Fig. 6: Varying latency constraint L versus resource efficiency
ρ for AMC-IRSA with R = 0.9

Degree Distribution
Λ1(x) = 0.5x2 + 0.28x3 + 0.22x8

Λ2(x) = 0.7x2 + 0.3x3

Λ3(x) = x3

Λ4(x) = 0.5102x2 + 0.4898x4

Λ5(x) = 0.4977x2 + 0.2207x3 + 0.0381x4+ 0.0756x5+
0.0398x6 + 0.0009x7 + 0.0088x8 + 0.0068x9 + 0.003x11

+0.0429x14 + 0.0081x15 + 0.0576x16

TABLE II: Degree distributions evaluated for performance
improvement.

perform better, while with increasing latency constraint
distributions with higher replicas perform better. Overall
fixed number of re-transmissions of 3 perform the best
with varying latency constraint.

For further improvement finite length analysis in [24]
can be used to optimize degree distributions. But as the
limitations is mostly from the finite length behavior and
the time varying characteristics, we project that higher
gains is not expected.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed the adaptive mul-
tichannel IRSA (AMC-IRSA) as a protocol to ful-
fill latency-reliability constraints under 5G New Radio.
AMC-IRSA uses the extra bandwidth a lot more ef-
ficiently compared to state of the art algorithms. This
result is important as this means AMC-IRSA needs 2%
of the resources that state of the art algorithm would
need. We have formulated and solved an optimization
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Fig. 7: Resource efficiency ρ versus varying latency constraint
L for AMC-IRSA. Different degree distributions are evaluated
against previously considered degree distribution Λ1.

problem to guarantee the maximum resource efficiency
is maintained via optimizing parameters of the algorithm
for various latency-reliability constraints.

However, in this work we have simplified the physical
layer and related assumptions to be further investigated.
But as the results show a huge performance increase, we
project that, even when the PHY aspects are taken into
account, IRSA is ready to replace current algorithms for
latency-reliability requirements.
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